‘Cloud working’
Is it the latest fad
or a genuine business boost?
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‘Cloud working’ isn’t such a
lofty idea. In fact, working
in a different manner to
the way we’re used to can
provide some very serious
business benefits...
HOW SECURE IS YOUR
CLIENTS’ INFORMATION?
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And if you exchange information via fax
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WHAT’S ALL THE
FUSS ABOUT DATA
PROTECTION?
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SO WHAT DOES CLOUD
WORKING MEAN?

SO HOW DOES
WORKING IN THE CLOUD
HELP?
Working in the cloud means your data is
totally secure. Your client’s details, from
phone number to income, is protected
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Cloud working is just an expression
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added layers and layers of security to
our product so any data is fully and
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docSAFE sends timely reminders to
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Taking steps to make sure your firm

clients to alert them to deadlines,

similar products but nothing with its

can’t fall foul of legislation in any way

signatures required and other useful

own mobile app together with the

is surely a topic for the next partners’

autimated tasks.

functionality and audit trail we have

meeting?

built in which is why hundreds of firms
Storage and backup is another function

use it every day.”

of holding information in the cloud.
Should your systems fail, you can access
the stored information from another
computer or even your phone.
One of the features that is popular is the
ability to customise the look and feel
of the ‘cloud’ so it fits seamlessly with
your own brand. It doesn’t appear to be
anything other than another part to your
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work smarter, not harder
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